In this paper derivations on Lie and Jordan ideals of a prime ring R are studied. The following results are proved, (i) Let R be a prime ring of characteristic not 2, and let U be a Lie or Jordan ideal of R. If d is a derivation defined on U, and if a is an element of the subring T(U), generated by U, or a is an element of R, according as U is a Lie or Jordan ideal of R, such that adu -0, for all u e U, then either a = 0 or du -0. (ii) Let a\, d2 be derivations defined for all u G U, and also for u2 and u3 if U is a Lie ideal of R, such that the iterate dxd2 is also a derivation, satisfying the same conditions as dx, d2. Let dx (u) G U, whether U is a Lie or Jordan ideal of R. Then, at least, one of dx(u) and d2(u) is zero, for all u G U.
Introduction. Lemma 1 of Posner [1] states that if d is a derivation of prime ring R and a an element of R, such that ad(r) = 0, for all r G R, then either a = 0 or d is zero. Theorem 1 of Posner [1] , which is a direct consequence of Lemma 1, states that if R is a prime ring of characteristic not 2 and if dx, d2 are derivations of R such that the iterate dx d2 is also a derivation, then at least one of dx, d2 is zero. The object of this paper is to generalize these results to Lie and Jordan ideals of R.
All rings considered in this paper are associative. For definitions, see [2] . We prove the following results:
Lemma. Let R be a prime ring of characteristic not 2 and let U be a Lie or Jordan ideal of R. If d is a derivation defined on U, and if a is an element of the subring T(U), generated by U, or a is an element of R, according as U is a Lie or Proof. Let U be a Lie ideal of R. Since adu = 0, for all u G U, we have (1) ad(ur -ru) = 0, for all u G U, r G R. Putting ru for r in (1) and using (1), we have Putting, xa for x in (4) and using (3), we have axaiua -au) = 0.
Since R is prime, it follows that either a = 0 or (5) a{ua -au) = 0.
Since a dv = 0, v E U, right multiplication of (4) by dv gives axiua -au)dv = 0.
Since a dv = 0, and R is prime, we have either a = 0 or (6) audv = 0.
If U is a Lie ideal of R, by hypothesis, a E T{U), and so (ax -xa) E U, for all x E R. Putting (ax -xa) for u in (6), we have a2xdv = 0. Since i? is prime, either a2 = 0 or dv = 0, for all v E U. If a2 = 0, (5) reduces to (7) awa = 0, for all u E U. Putting ux -xu for m in (7), x G R, and combining the result thus obtained with (4), we have axiua -au) = 0, for all x G R. Since R is prime, either a = 0 or ua -au = 0. If ua -au = 0, putting u = ar -ra, r = R, in this result, we have is defined for all x E T{U), putting v = xr -rx, x G F(C/), r G i?, we have (9) rf(xr -rx) = 0.
Putting rx for r in (9) and using (9), we have {xr -rx)dx = 0, for all r E R, and so, it follows easily that either T{U) is in the centre of R or d{x) = 0, for Theorem. Let R be a prime ring of characteristic not 2, and let dx, d2 be derivations defined for the elements u of a Lie or Jordan ideal U of R, and also for u2 and w3if U is a Lie ideal of R, such that the iterate dxd2 is also a derivation, satisfying the same conditions as dx, d2. Let dx(u) G U,for all u G U, whether U is a Lie or Jordan ideal of R. Then, at least, one of dx (u) and d2 (u) is zero, for all u G U. Further, if U is a Lie ideal of R, and if d(x) is defined for all x, x G T(U), then either T(U) is in the centre of R or at least one of dx(r) and d2(r) is zero, for all r G R. If U is a Jordan ideal of R, and if d(r) is defined for all r £ R, then at least one of dx (r) and d2(r) is zero, for all r G R.
Proof. Let d denote either of dx, d2, and let U be a Lie ideal of R. Since, by hypothesis, d is defined for u and u2, u G U,it is defined for (u + v) , v G U, and so it is defined for (uv + vu) but (uv -vu) G U, therefore it is defined for (uv -vu). Adding and using the fact that R is not of characteristic 2, it follows that d is defined for uv. Also, since by hypothesis d is defined for m3 , u G U, it is defined for (v + u) + (v -u) -2i>3 i.e. for u2v + uvu + vu2; but it is defined for u(uv -vu) -(uv -vu)u, and so it follows that d is defined for uvu and u2v + vu2. Since u2v -vu2 G U, it follows that d is defined for u2v. Putting u + w for u, w G U, it follows that d is defined for (uw + wu)v, but it is defined for (uw -wu)v. Therefore, it follows that d is defined for uvw. Also, if k G U, r G R, we have By [2, Theorem 1.3], either U is in the centre of R or U contains every element xy -yx, x, y G R. In each case r(vwk) -(vwk)r G U and (uvwk)r -r(uvwk) G U. Consequently, by the last identity, it follows that d is defined for (ur -ru)vwk. In the same way we can show that it is defined for everyone of the products u(vr -rv)wk, uv(wr -rw)k and uvw(kr -rk). Now, let U be a Jordan ideal of R. By [2, Theorem 1.1], U contains every element xa, ax, xay, x, y G R, a = hk + kh ¥= 0, k G U. Consequently, any finite product of elements of R, at least one of which is a, is contained in U, and so d is defined for such a product.
If U is a Lie ideal of R, we suppose that either each of a and b is an element of U, ab is a product of three elements of U, or a product of four elements of U, at least one of which is dx(R)r -rdx(B), B G U, r G R. While, if U is a But dx{c)d2{b) = -d2{c)dx{b). Therefore, we have {d2ia)dx{c) -dx{a)d2{c))dx{b) = 0.
If Uis a Jordan ideal of R, we choose c = r\ar2, rx, r2 E R, a being the same as before. Putting c for b in the first result and multiplying the result thus obtained by dx {b) on the right, we have {d2{a)dx{c) + dx{a)d2{c))dx{b) = 0.
Since R is not of characteristic 2, adding the last two results, we have d2{a)dx{c)dx{b) = 0.
In view of the first result, this can be put in the form dx{a)d2{c)dx{b) = 0, and then in the form dx{a)dx{c)d2{b) = 0. Now, putting a{dx{B)r -rdx{B)), B E U, r E R, for a in the last result, according as U is a Lie or Jordan ideal of R, and using the last result with B for a, we have dx{a)dx{B)rdx{c)d2{b) = 0, for all r E R. Since R is prime, we have dx{a) dx{B) = 0 or dx{c) d2{b) = 0.
Therefore, if U is a Lie ideal of R, by the lemma, it follows that one of dx{d), dxiB), dx{c), d2{b) is zero. If U is a Jordan ideal of R and if dx{a)dx{B) = 0, again, by the lemma, it follows that one of dx{a) and dx{B) is zero. However, if U is a Jordan ideal of R and if dx {c)d2 {b) = 0, since according to our supposition b = xay, we have dx{c)d2{xay) = 0. Putting rxar2r3,r3 E R,for x in this result and using this result, we have dx{c)rx ar2d2{r3ay) = 0. Since R prime either dx{c) = 0 or d2{r3ay) = 0. Since, according to our supposition, c = rx ar2, we have d{rx ar2) = 0, where a1 denotes dx or d2. Putting ur\ for /}, u E U, in this result and using this result, we have d{u)rx ar2. Since R is prime and x ¥= 0, we have d{u) = 0, for all u E U.
The proof of the second part of the theorem is the same as that of the second part of the lemma.
